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AUTOMATIC DISCOVERY OF ALTERNATE MAILBOXES

BACKGROUND

[0001] In today’s economy, people exchange dozens of email messages everyday. Some of the email messages a person receives may contain important information. Other ones of the email messages a person receives may not seem important when they are received, but are later discovered to be useful. For this reason, people tend to retain email messages, even email messages of questionable importance, for long periods of time.

[0002] Retention of such email messages may cause problems for institutions providing email messaging services. For instance, institutions may have to purchase large and expensive data storage systems to store old email messages. In other instances, institutions may configure users’ computers to store the users’ old email messages. Storing email messages on users’ computers may increase retrieval costs during e-discovery. Configuring such email message storage solutions is typically difficult and requires manual configuration of users’ computers.

SUMMARY

[0003] This disclosure is directed to automatically configuring a client system to access message objects in a plurality of mailboxes stored at a server system. As described herein, the client system sends an autodiscover request to the server system. In response, the server system sends to the client system an autodiscover response that contains an autodiscover response document that comprises a primary mailbox element and at least one alternate mailbox element. The client system uses a first set of mailbox identification data specified by the primary mailbox element to access message objects in a primary mailbox stored at the server system and uses sets of mailbox identification data specified by the alternate mailbox elements to access message objects in alternate mailboxes stored at the server system. Email messages are one example type of message objects. The alternate mailbox may be an archive mailbox that stores message objects that are used for occasional reference.
According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method for configuring a client system to access a plurality of remotely-stored message mailboxes associated with a user, the method comprising: automatically sending, from the client system to a server system via an electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the server system to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document, the autodiscover response document conforming to a schema; receiving, at the client system from the server system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document, the autodiscover response document comprising: a first set of mailbox identification data that identifies to the server system a primary mailbox associated with a user, and an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies to the server system an alternate mailbox associated with the user, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox, wherein the alternate mailbox element comprises display name information for the alternate mailbox, and wherein the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes are different mailboxes; after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the first set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the primary mailbox; and after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the second set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the alternate mailbox.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an electronic computing device comprising: a processing unit; a network interface that enables the electronic computing device to communicate via an electronic communications network with a client system; and a computer-readable data storage system that stores instructions that, when executed by the processing unit, cause the processing unit to: automatically receive, from the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema; and automatically send, to the client system from the electronic computing device via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document, the autodiscover response document comprising: a first set of
of mailbox identification data that identifies a primary mailbox associated with a user, thereby enabling the client system to access message objects in the primary mailbox, and an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies an alternate mailbox associated with the user, thereby enabling the client system to access message objects in the alternate mailbox, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox, wherein the alternate mailbox element comprises display name information and legacy distinguished name information for the alternate mailbox, and wherein the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes are different mailboxes.

[0003c] According to still another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a storage device having stored thereon instructions that, when executed by at least one processing unit of an electronic computing device, cause the processing unit to: automatically receive, from a client system via an electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema, the autodiscover request identifying a primary mailbox; automatically retrieve, in response to receiving the autodiscover request, a remote profile of a user associated with the primary mailbox from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory server that stores administrator-managed remote profiles of registered users of a messaging system; automatically use the remote profile of the user associated with the primary mailbox to determine whether a user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox; automatically send, when the user of the client system is not allowed to access the primary mailbox, an error response via the electronic communications network to the client system; automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a first set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile, the first set of mailbox identification data specifying a first extensible markup language (XML) element that specifies a first legacy distinguished name that identifies the primary mailbox, a second XML element that specifies a first mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the primary mailbox, a third XML element that specifies a first mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the first mailbox database distinguished name, and a fourth XML element that specifies a first server
distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the first mailbox server name operates; automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a second set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile of the user, the second set of mailbox identification data specifying a fifth XML element that specifies a second legacy distinguished name that identifies an archive mailbox, wherein the primary mailbox and the archive mailbox are different mailboxes, a sixth XML element that specifies a second mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the archive mailbox, a seventh XML element that specifies a second mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name, and an eighth XML element that specifies a second server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the second mailbox server name operates; automatically send, to the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing an autodiscover response document that is formatted as an XML document, the autodiscover response document comprising the first XML element, the second XML element, the third XML element, the fourth XML element, the fifth XML element, the sixth XML element, the seventh XML element, and the eighth XML element; receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a first request to access email message objects in the primary mailbox; and receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a second request to access email message objects in the archive mailbox.

[0004] This summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in a Detailed Description. This summary is not
intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an example system in which a client system is automatically configured to access message objects in a plurality of mailboxes stored at a server system.

[0006] Fig. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example operation performed by an autodiscover server operating at the server system.

[0007] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating example logical components of the client system.

[0008] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example operation performed by the client system.

[0009] Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating example physical components of an electronic computing device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] As briefly described above, the present disclosure is directed to automatically configuring a client device to access message objects in a plurality of mailboxes stored at a server system. This disclosure discusses a set of figures. These figures are provided for purposes of explanation only and are not intended to represent a sole way of implementing these technologies. In other words, the figures illustrate mere examples.

[0011] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an example messaging system 2 in which a client system is automatically configured to access message objects in a plurality of mailboxes stored at a server system. As illustrated in the example of Fig. 1, messaging system 2 comprises a client system 4. As used throughout this disclosure, a “client system” is a set of one or more physical electronic computing devices configured to utilize a network service. For example, client system 4 may be a set of one or more personal computers, laptop computers, mobile telephones, television set-top boxes, mainframe computers, standalone server devices, blade server devices, devices integrated into vehicles, handheld computing devices, personal digital assistants, media player devices, and other types of physical computing devices configured to utilize a network service. An example electronic computing device is described below with reference to Fig. 5.
Although not illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 for sake of simplicity, message system 2 may comprise many client systems like client system 4.

Furthermore, messaging system 2 comprises a server system 6 that provides messaging services. As used throughout this disclosure, a “server system” is a set of one or more physical electronic computing devices that provide a network service. For example, server system 6 may be a set of one or more standalone server devices, blade server devices, mainframe computers, network data centers, intermediate network devices, personal computers, and/or other types of physical electronic computing devices configured to provide a network service.

As illustrated in the example of Fig. 1, messaging system 2 includes a network 8. Network 8 is an electronic communications network that facilitates electronic communication between client system 4 and server system 6. For example, network 8 may be a wide-area network, such as the Internet, a local-area network, a metropolitan-area network, or another type of electronic communication network. Network 8 may include wired and/or wireless data links. A variety of communications protocols may be used in network 8 including, but not limited to, Ethernet, Transport Control Protocol (TCP), Internet Protocol (IP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), SOAP, remote procedure call protocols, and/or other types of communications protocols.

In the example of Fig. 1, server system 6 is shown as comprising a mailbox server 10 that provides a mailbox access service, an archive server 12 that provides an archive mailbox access service, an autodiscover server 14 that provides an autodiscover service, and a directory server 16 that provides a directory access service. In addition, server system 6 comprises a mailbox database 18, an archive mailbox database 22, and a directory 24. Mailbox server 10, archive server 12, autodiscover server 14, and directory server 16 are servers. As used in this disclosure, a “server” is something that provides a service. For instance, a software application that provides a service is a server. In this instance, multiple servers may operate on a single physical electronic computing device. In another instance, an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) that provides a service is a server.

It will be appreciated that in various implementations of messaging system 2, one or more of mailbox server 10, archive server 12, autodiscover server 14, and directory server 16 may be implemented as instructions of software applications operating on one or more electronic computing devices. In a first example, mailbox server 10 and
autodiscover server 14 may be implemented as software applications operating on a first
electronic computing device and archive server 12 and directory server 16 may be
implemented as software applications operating on a second electronic computing device.
In a second example, a single electronic computing device may act as mailbox server 10,
archive server 12, autodiscover server 14, and directory server 16. In a third example
implementation, two separate electronic computing devices may provide the functionality
of mailbox server 10. In such implementations, the instructions of the software
applications, along with mailbox database 18, may be stored on a computer-readable data
storage system. As used in this disclosure, a computer-readable data storage system is a
collection of one or more computer-readable data storage media.

[0016] Mailbox server 10 provides a mailbox access service that enables clients to
access message objects stored in mailbox database 18. As used in this disclosure, a
“mailbox” is a logical collection of messaging objects that is associated with a user. A
“messaging object” is either a folder or a message object. A “folder” in a mailbox
contains a subset of the messaging objects in the mailbox. A “message object” is a
collection of properties of a message that provides information to a user. Messages may
come in a variety of forms. For example, the messages in a mailbox may be email
messages. In a second example, the messages in a mailbox may be calendar messages.
Other examples messages include tasks, journal entries, contacts, and so on. The
mailboxes stored at mailbox database 18 are peers of one another. As used in this
disclosure, a first mailbox is a “peer” of a second mailbox when there does not exist any
messaging object in the first mailbox that is also in the second mailbox. In other words,
there is no hierarchical relationship between the two mailboxes. Although not illustrated
in the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity, mailbox server 10 may be one of
several mailbox servers operating at server system 6. Furthermore, although not
illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity, mailbox server 10 may
provide access to message objects stored in mailbox databases other than mailbox
database 18 and other mailbox servers may provide access to message objects in mailbox
database 18 and mailbox databases other than mailbox database 18. For instance, mailbox
server 10 may provide access to message objects in archive mailbox database 22.

[0017] Archive server 12 provides a mailbox access service that provides access to
message objects in a set of archive mailboxes in archive mailbox database 22. As used in
this disclosure, an “archive mailbox” is a mailbox containing archived messages. An
“archived message” is a message retained for occasional reference purposes instead of daily use. Message objects in an archive mailbox are not cached locally at client system 4. The archive mailboxes stored at archive mailbox database 22 are peers of one another and are peers of the mailboxes stored at mailbox server 10. Although not illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity, archive server 12 may be one of several archive servers operating at server system 6. Furthermore, although not illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity, archive server 12 may provide access to message objects stored in archive mailbox databases other than archive mailbox database 22 and other archive mailbox servers may provide access to message objects in archive mailbox database 22 and archive mailbox databases other than archive mailbox database 22. Although archive server 12 is illustrated as a separate server in the example of Fig. 1, mailbox server 10 may, in some example implementations, provide access to archive mailboxes in archive mailbox database 22. Furthermore, in some example implementations, mailbox database 18 and/or archive mailbox database 22 may store archive mailboxes along with non-archive mailboxes. In such implementations, mailbox server 10 and/or archive server 12 may provide access to both the archive mailboxes and the non-archive mailboxes in mailbox database 18 and/or archive mailbox database 22.

Each user of server system 6 is associated with a mail account. Directory server 16 provides a directory service that provides access to directory 24. Directory 24 contains remote user profiles of registered users of messaging system 2. A remote user profile is a set of data that specifies properties of a mail account of a user. The properties specified in a remote user profile include a set of mailboxes with which the user is associated and other information about the user. In general, an administrator of server system 6 creates and edits the remote user profiles in directory 24. Directory server 16 may be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, directory server 16 may provide an ACTIVE DIRECTORY ® directory service. In this example, directory requests and directory responses may be formatted using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). Although not illustrated in the example of Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity, directory server 16 may be one of several directory servers operating at server system 6.

Autodiscover server 14 provides an autodiscover service that client system 4 uses to automatically configure itself to access message objects in a subset of the mailboxes accessible through at mailbox server 10 and/or archive server 12. Client system 4 may need to configure itself to access message objects in a subset of the mailboxes
because mailbox server 10 and archive server 12 may store many mailboxes that are not associated with a user 20 of client system 4 and client system 4 should only be able to access message objects in the subset of mailboxes stored by mailbox server 10 and archive server 12 that are associated with user 20.

[0020] To use the autodiscover service provided by autodiscover server 14, client system 4 sends via network 8 an autodiscover request to autodiscover server 14. The autodiscover request is a request to use the autodiscover service provided by autodiscover server 14.

[0021] As described below with reference to Fig. 2, when autodiscover server 14 receives the autodiscover request, autodiscover server 14 uses a profile of user 20 stored at directory server 16 to generate an autodiscover response document. The autodiscover response document specifies how client system 4 should configure itself to access message objects in a subset of the message mailboxes accessible through at mailbox server 10 and/or archive server 12.

[0022] Information within the autodiscover response document conforms to a schema. As used in this disclosure, a “schema” is a formal description of a type of document. For example, the information within the autodiscover response document may be extensible markup language (XML) data that conforms to an XML schema. In other examples, the information in the autodiscover response document may be formatted in other ways including, but not limited the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), comma separated value (CSV) format, LaTeX, and other formats. Because the information within the autodiscover response document conforms to a schema, the information within the autodiscover response document can be readily parsed by an electronic computing system having access to the schema.

[0023] The autodiscover response document specifies a primary mailbox element that contains a first set of mailbox identification data. The first set of mailbox identification data identifies to server system 6 a primary mailbox associated with user 20. In addition, the autodiscover response document specifies at least one alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data. The second set of mailbox identification data identifies to server system 6 an alternate mailbox associated with user 20. For example, the second set of mailbox identification data may identify an archive mailbox associated with user 20.
[0024] After generating the autodiscover response document, autodiscover server 14 sends to client system 4 via network 8 an autodiscover response that is responsive to the autodiscover request. The autodiscover response contains the autodiscover response document. Upon receiving the autodiscover response, client system 4 updates the local profile of user 20 at client system 4 to contain the first set of mailbox identification data and the second set of mailbox identification data.

[0025] In the example implementation of Fig. 1, client system 4 uses the first set of mailbox identification data to establish a connection to a mailbox access service provided by server system 6 and uses the second set of mailbox identification data to establish a connection to a mailbox access service provided by server system 6. For example, client system 4 may use the first set of mailbox identification data to establish a first connection to the mailbox access service provided by mailbox server 10 and uses the second set of mailbox identification data to establish a second connection to the mailbox access service provided by mailbox server 10. In another example, if the second set of mailbox identification data so indicates, client system 4 uses the second set of mailbox identification data to establish a second connection to the mailbox access service provided by archive server 12. Client system 4 may use the first connection to access message objects in the primary mailbox and uses the second connection to access message objects in the alternate mailbox.

[0026] Client system 4 may utilize a variety of techniques to access message objects using the mailbox access service. For example, mailbox server 10 and archive server 12 may be implemented as remote procedure call (RPC) endpoints. In this example, client system 4 may use the mailbox access service provided by mailbox server 10 by sending remote procedure call messages to mailbox server 10 and may use the archive mailbox access service provided by archive server 12 by sending remote procedure call messages to archive server 12. In this example, client system 4 may receive message objects as responses to the remote procedure call requests.

[0027] In this way, by using the autodiscover service provided by autodiscover server 14, client system 4 is able to automatically configure itself to access message objects in the primary mailbox and message objects in an alternate mailbox or alternate mailboxes. Furthermore, because client system 4 automatically acquires the autodiscover response document, an administrator of server system 6 may be able to configure which mailboxes user 20 has access to without manually configuring client system 4.
[0028] Fig. 2 is a flowchart that illustrates an example operation 50 of autodiscover server 14. As illustrated in the example of Fig. 2, operation 50 of autodiscover server 14 receives an autodiscover request from client system 4 via network 8 (52). The autodiscover request contains information that identifies a primary mailbox of user 20. For instance, in one example implementation, the autodiscover request specifies an email address associated with a primary mailbox of user 20. In another example implementation, the autodiscover request specifies a distinguished name of a primary mailbox of user 20. Furthermore, in one example implementation, the autodiscover request may specify an acceptable response schema. In this example implementation, the autodiscover response document in an autodiscover response that is responsive to the autodiscover request conforms to the acceptable response schema specified by the autodiscover request.

[0029] After receiving the autodiscover request, autodiscover server 14 retrieves a remote profile of user 20 from directory server 16 (54). In one example implementation, autodiscover server 14 may use an email address specified by the autodiscover request or a legacy distinguished name specified by the autodiscover request to retrieve the remote profile of user 20 from directory server 16.

[0030] Next, autodiscover server 14 uses the remote profile of user 20 to determine whether user 20 is allowed to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request (56). For example, autodiscover server 14 may compare a username and password provided by user 20 with a username and password specified in the remote profile of user 20. If user 20 is not allowed to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request (“NO” of 56), autodiscover server 14 sends an error response to client system 4 (58). The error response may be a terminal error message, may prompt user 20 to input new user identification credentials, or may be another type of error response. In this way, autodiscover server 14 effectively prevents client system 4 from configuring itself to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request and any alternate mailboxes when user 20 is not allowed to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request.

[0031] On the other hand, if user 20 is allowed to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request (“YES” of 56), autodiscover server 14 uses the remote profile of user 20 to identify mailboxes associated with user 20 (60). In this way, if user 20 is allowed to access the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request,
that is a sufficient condition for user 20 to access the alternate mailboxes (including one or more archive mailboxes) specified in the remote profile.

[0032] Next, autodiscover server 14 generates a first set of mailbox identification data that identifies to server system 6 the primary mailbox specified in the autodiscover request (62). Autodiscover server 14 may use information in the remote profile of user 20 to generate the first set of mailbox identification data. In one example implementation, the first set of mailbox identification data may be formatted as a collection of XML elements. In this example implementation, the XML elements include a <User> element that provides user-specific information. The <User> element includes a <LegacyDN> element that specifies a legacy distinguished name of the primary mailbox. In addition, the <User> element includes a <DisplayName> element that specifies a displayable name of a user associated with the primary mailbox. The <User> element may appear in an autodiscover response document as:

```xml
<User>
  <DisplayName>Karim Batthish</DisplayName>
  <LegacyDN>/o=contoso/ou=First Administrative Group/cn=Recipients/cn=karimb</LegacyDN>
</User>
```

[0033] In addition, the collection of XML elements that define the first set of mailbox identification data may include a <Protocol> element. The <Protocol> element contains specifications for connecting client system 4 to a mailbox server (e.g., mailbox server 10). In one example implementation, the <Protocol> element contains at least the following elements: a <Type> element, a <Server> element, a <ServerDN> element, a <MdbDN> element, and a <ServerVersion> element. The <Type> element specifies a type of a mail account. The <Server> element specifies a resource identifier of a mailbox server. The resource identifier of the <Server> element may be a host name, an Internet Protocol address, or another type of resource identifier. The <ServerDN> element specifies a distinguished name of an electronic computing device that is running the mailbox server. The <MdbDN> element specifies a legacy distinguished name of a mailbox database. The <ServerVersion> element specifies a version of the mailbox server software. The mailbox server software is software that, when executed at server system 6, causes server system 6
to provide a mailbox server. Assembled, a <Protocol> element may appear in an autodiscover response document as:

```xml
<Protocol>
  <Type>EXCH</Type>


  <ServerDN>/o=contoso/ou=Administrative Group
  (FYDIOHFM23SPDLT)/cn=Configuration/cn= Servers/cn=DF- MBX-62</ServerDN>

  <ServerVersion>73808133</ServerVersion>

  <MdbDN>/o=microsoft/ou=Administrative Group
  (FYDIOHFM23SPDLT)/cn=Configuration/cn= Servers/cn=DF- MBX-62/cn=Contoso
  Private MDB</MdbDN>
</Protocol>
```

[0034] Next, autodiscover server 14 generates an alternate mailbox element for each alternate mailbox associated with user 20 (64). Each alternate mailbox element contains a set of mailbox identification data that identifies to server system 6 an alternate mailbox associated with user 20. Autodiscover server 14 may use the remote profile of user 20 to generate each set of mailbox identification data.

[0035] In one example implementation, an alternate mailbox element comprises at least the following XML elements: a <Type> element, an <ID> element, a <DisplayName> element, a <LegacyDN> element, a <Server> element, a <ServerDN> element, a <MdbDN> element, and a <ServerVersion> element.

[0036] In this example implementation, the <Type> element specifies a type of an alternate mailbox. The type of an alternate mailbox specifies a behavior of the mailbox. For example, a <Type> element may specify that an alternate mailbox is a mailbox-type mailbox, an archive mailbox, a subscription mailbox, or another type of mailbox. The <ID> element specifies a unique identifier associated with a mail account of a user. The <DisplayName> element specifies a name that client system 4 may display in association with the alternate mailbox. The <LegacyDN> element specifies a legacy distinguished name of the alternate mailbox. The <Server> element specifies a fully-qualified domain name of a mailbox server that provides access to the alternate mailbox. The <Server>
element occurs exactly once within an alternate mailbox element. The <ServerDN> element specifies a computing device that is running a mailbox server that provides access to the alternate mailbox. The <ServerDN> element differs from the <Server> element in that the <ServerDN> element specifies a distinguished name and the <Server> element specifies a fully-qualified domain name. Furthermore, the <ServerDN> element differs from the <Server> element in that the <ServerDN> element specifies a computing device that runs the mailbox server and the <Server> element specifies the mailbox server. The distinction may be significant when a computing device runs multiple mailbox servers. The <MdbDN> element specifies a distinguished name of a mailbox database that stores the alternate mailbox database. The <ServerVersion> element specifies a version number of the mailbox server software operating at server system 6.

[0037] The following is an example < AlternativeMailbox > element that may appear in an autodiscover response document:

```xml
<AlternativeMailbox>
  <ID>{GUID1}</ID>

  <Type>Mailbox</Type>

  <DisplayName>Mailbox - Karim Batthish</DisplayName>


  <ServerDN>/o=contoso/ou=Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT) /cn=Configuration/cn=Servers/cn=DF-MBX-62</ServerDN>

  <ServerVersion>73808133</ServerVersion>

  <MdbDN>/o=contoso/ou=Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT) /cn=Configuration/cn=Servers/cn=DF-MBX-62/cn=Contoso Private MDB3</MdbDN>

  <LegacyDN>/o=contoso/ou=First Administrative Group /cn=Recipients/cn=karimb/archive=AltMailboxGUID3</LegacyDN>

</AlternativeMailbox>
```

[0038] After autodiscover server 14 generates the alternate mailbox elements for each alternate mailbox, autodiscover server 14 adds the alternate mailbox elements and the one
or more elements representing the first set of mailbox identification data to an
autodiscover response document (68). Autodiscover server 14 then sends the autodiscover
response document to client system 4 via network 8 (70).

[0039] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating example logical details of client system 4.
As illustrated in the example of Fig. 3, client system 4 comprises a network interface
module 100, an autodiscover module 102, a local profile 104, a mailbox access module
106, and a user interface module 108. Network interface module 100 enables client
system 4 to communicate on network 8. Autodiscover module 102 automatically causes
client system 4 to use the autodiscover service provided by server system 6 to update local
profile 104 to store mailbox identification data that identifies mailboxes associated with
user 20. Local profile 104 is a set of information stored at client system 4 that is specific
to user 20. Mailbox access module 106 causes client system 4 to use the mailbox
identification data in local profile 104 to access messaging objects in the mailboxes
associated with user 20. User interface module 108 causes client system 4 to present a
user interface that enables user 20 to interact with message objects in mailboxes associated
with user 20. Behaviors and interactions of these modules are described below with
reference to Fig. 4.

[0040] Furthermore, as illustrated in the example of Fig. 3, client system 4 may
comprise a local mailbox database 110. Mailbox database 110 stores local copies of
mailboxes associated with user 20. In some example implementations, interface module
108 may use the local copies of mailboxes to enable user 20 to interact with message
objects when client system 4 is offline.

[0041] The modules of client system 4 may cause client system 4 to perform
particular behaviors in a variety of ways. For example, the modules may comprise
software instructions that, when executed by a processing unit of client system 4, cause
client system 4 to perform the behaviors. In a second example, the modules may comprise
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) that cause client system 4 to perform the
behaviors. In a third example, the modules may comprise instructions and ASICs that
jointly cause client system 4 to perform the behaviors.

[0042] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example operation 150 of client system 4.
Operation 150 begins when an autodiscover event occurs (152). An autodiscover event
may occur at a variety of times. For example, an autodiscover event may occur when a
messaging client application, such as the Microsoft OUTLOOK ® messaging and
collaboration client, is launched on client system 4. In this example, client system 4 may also send the autodiscover request when the messaging client application recovers from a failure, when the messaging client application is restarted, when local profile 104 of user 20 is created, when local profile 104 of user 20 is repaired, when an expiration of a time-to-live timer occurs, when a failure condition has occurred, and/or when other events occur.

[0043] After the autodiscover event occurs, autodiscover module 102 uses network interface module 100 to automatically send an autodiscover request to autodiscover server 14 in server system 6 (154). The autodiscover request may specify an email address associated with a primary mailbox of user 20 and/or may specify a legacy distinguished name of the primary mailbox of user 20. If autodiscover request specifies the email address associated with the primary mailbox of user 20, it may not be necessary for the autodiscover request to specify the legacy distinguished name of the primary mailbox of user 20, and vice versa. In one example implementation, the autodiscover request is formatted as an XML document. In this example implementation, the email address associated with the primary mailbox may be formatted as an <EmailAddress> element and the legacy distinguished name may be formatted as a <LegacyDN> element.

[0044] Next, autodiscover module 102 automatically uses network interface module 100 to receive an autodiscover response from autodiscover server 14 (156). The autodiscover response contains an autodiscover response document. The autodiscover response document contains a first set of mailbox identification data and at least one alternate mailbox element. The first set of mailbox identification data that identifies to server system 6 a primary mailbox of user 20. The first set of mailbox identification data may be formatted as one or more XML elements. The alternate mailbox element contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies to server system 6 an alternate mailbox of user 20.

[0045] After receiving the autodiscover response, autodiscover module 102 automatically updates local profile 104 to include the mailbox identification data specified by the autodiscover response document (158). In one example implementation, when autodiscover module 102 updates local profile 104, autodiscover module 102 determines whether local profile 104 contains any sets of mailbox identification data that are not included in the sets of mailbox identification data specified in the autodiscover response document. Local profile 104 may contain a set of mailbox identification data that is not
included in the sets of mailbox identification data specified in the autodiscover response document when the set of mailbox identification data in local profile 104 identifies a mailbox that is no longer associated with user 20. When autodiscover module 102 determines that local profile 104 contains a set of mailbox identification data that is not included in the sets of mailbox identification data specified in the autodiscover response document, autodiscover module 102 removes the set of mailbox identification data from the local profile. Furthermore, when autodiscover module 102 updates local profile 104, autodiscover module 102 determines whether the autodiscover response document contains a set of mailbox identification data that is not included in local profile 104. When autodiscover module 102 determines that the autodiscover response document contains a set of mailbox identification data that is not included in local profile 104, autodiscover module 102 adds the set of mailbox identification data to local profile 104.

[0046] After autodiscover module 102 updates local profile 104, mailbox access module 106 automatically uses the sets of mailbox identification data in local profile 104 to access the mailboxes identified by the sets of mailbox identification data (160).

[0047] In the example implementation described above in which the autodiscover response document is an XML document, the autodiscover response document contains a <User> element that contains a <LegacyDN> element and possibly other elements. The autodiscover response document also contains a <Protocol> element that contains a <MdbDN> element, a <Server> element, a <ServerDN> element, and possibly other elements. In this example implementation, mailbox access module 106 may access the primary mailbox specified by the <LegacyDN> element that is within a mailbox database specified by the <MdbDN> element that is available through a mailbox server specified by the <Server> element that operating at a computing device specified by the <ServerDN> element.

[0048] Furthermore, in the example implementation described above in which the autodiscover response document is an XML document, the autodiscover response document contains an <AlternativeMailbox> element that contains at least a <LegacyDN> element, a <MdbDN> element, a <Server> element, a <ServerDN> element, and possibly other elements. In this example implementation, mailbox access module 106 may access an alternate mailbox specified by the <LegacyDN> element that is within a mailbox database specified by the <MdbDN> element that is available through a mailbox server
specified by the <Server> element that is operating at a computing device specified by the <ServerDN> element.

[0049] Mailbox access module 106 may access the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes in a variety of ways. For example, mailbox access module 106 may include local mailbox database 110 that contains a copy of the primary mailbox and a copy of the alternate mailboxes. In this example, where the first and second sets of mailbox identification data specifies mailbox server 10, mailbox access module 106 may send remote procedure call messages to mailbox server 10 to synchronize copies of the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes stored at server system 6 with copies of the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes stored at local mailbox database 110. In response to the remote procedure call messages, mailbox server 10 sends to client system 4 data that synchronizes the copy of the primary mailbox stored at client system 4 with the copy of the primary mailbox stored at server system 6. In general, mailbox database 110 does not store copies of archive mailboxes. In another example, mailbox access module 106 may access the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes by sending requests for individual message objects.

[0050] After mailbox access module 106 accesses the primary mailbox and the alternate mailbox, user interface module 108 automatically presents a user interface that enables user 20 to interact with message objects in the primary mailbox and the one or more alternate mailboxes (162). In the example implementation described above in which the autodiscover response document is an XML document, the <User> element may also contain a <DisplayName> element and the <AlternativeMailbox> element may contain a <DisplayName> element. In this example implementation, the user interface may contain a list that contains labels of the primary mailbox and the one or more alternate mailboxes.

In this example, user interface module 108 uses the name specified in the <DisplayName> element within the <User> element as the label of the primary mailbox. User interface module 108 uses names specified in the <DisplayName> elements of the <AlternativeMailbox> elements as the labels of the alternate mailboxes.

[0051] Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating example physical components of an electronic computing device 600. Server system 6, client system 4, and/or electronic computing devices within server system 6 and/or client system 4 may be implemented in the manner of electronic computing device 600. As illustrated in the example of Fig. 5, server Electronic computing device 600 comprises a memory unit 601. Memory unit 601
is a computer-readable data storage medium that is capable of storing data and instructions. Memory unit 601 may be a variety of different types of computer-readable data storage media including, but not limited to, dynamic random access memory (DRAM), double data rate synchronous dynamic random access memory (DDR SDRAM), reduced latency DRAM, DDR2 SDRAM, DDR3 SDRAM, Rambus RAM, or other types of computer-readable data storage media.

[0052] In addition, electronic computing device 600 comprises a processing unit 602. In a first example, processing unit 602 may execute software instructions that cause processing unit 602 to provide specific functionality. In this first example, processing unit 602 may be implemented as one or more processing cores and/or as one or more separate microprocessors. For instance, in this first example, processing unit 602 may be implemented as one or more Intel Core 2 microprocessors. Processing unit 602 may be capable of executing instructions in an instruction set, such as the x86 instruction set, the POWER instruction set, a RISC instruction set, the SPARC instruction set, the IA-64 instruction set, the MIPS instruction set, or another instruction set. In a second example, processing unit 602 may be implemented as an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) that provides specific functionality. In a third example, processing unit 602 may provide specific functionality by using an ASIC and by executing software instructions.

[0053] Electronic computing device 600 also comprises a video interface 604 that enables server system 6 to output video information to a display device 606. Display device 606 may be a variety of different types of display devices. For instance, display device 606 may be a cathode-ray tube display, an LCD display panel, a plasma screen display panel, a touch-sensitive display panel, a LED array, or another type of display device.

[0054] In addition, electronic computing device 600 includes a non-volatile storage device 608. Non-volatile storage device 608 is a computer-readable data storage medium that is capable of storing data and/or instructions. Non-volatile storage device 608 may be a variety of different types of different non-volatile storage devices. For example, non-volatile storage device 608 may be one or more hard disk drives, magnetic tape drives, CD-ROM drives, DVD-ROM drives, Blu-Ray disc drives, or other types of non-volatile storage devices.

[0055] Electronic computing device 600 also includes an external component interface 610 that enables server system 6 to communicate with external components. As
illustrated in the example of Fig. 5, external component interface 610 communicates with an input device 612 and an external storage device 614. In one implementation of electronic computing device 600, external component interface 610 is a Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface. In other implementations of electronic computing device 600, electronic computing device 600 may include another type of interface that enables electronic computing device 600 to communicate with input device and/or output devices. For instance, electronic computing device 600 may include a PS/2 interface. Input device 612 may be a variety of different types of devices including, but not limited to keyboards, mice, trackballs, stylus input devices, touch pads, touch-sensitive display screens, or other types of input devices. External storage device 614 may be a variety of different types of computer-readable data storage media including magnetic tape, flash memory modules, magnetic disk drives, optical disc drives, and other computer-readable data storage media.

[0056] In addition, electronic computing device 600 includes a network interface 616 that enables electronic computing device 600 to send data to and receive data from network 8. Network interface 616 may be a variety of different types of network interface. For example, network interface 616 may be an Ethernet interface, a token-ring network interface, a fiber optic network interface, a wireless network interface (e.g., WiFi, WiMax, etc.), or another type of network interface.

[0057] Electronic computing device 600 also includes a communications medium 618 that facilitates communication among the various components of electronic computing device 600. Communications medium 618 may comprise one or more different types of communications media including, but not limited to, a PCI bus, a PCI Express bus, an accelerated graphics port (AGP) bus, an Infiniband interconnect, a serial Advanced Technology Attachment (ATA) interconnect, a parallel ATA interconnect, a Fiber Channel interconnect, a USB bus, a Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) interface, or another type of communications medium.

[0058] Several computer-readable data storage media are illustrated in the example of Fig. 5 (i.e., memory unit 601, non-volatile storage device 608, and external storage device 614). Together, these computer-readable data storage media may constitute a single logical computer-readable data storage medium. This single logical computer-readable data storage medium may store instructions executable by processing unit 602. Actions described in the above description may result from the execution of the instructions stored on this single logical computer-readable data storage medium. Thus, when this
description says that a particular logical module performs a particular action, such a statement may be interpreted to mean that instructions of the software module cause a processing unit, such as processing unit 602, to perform the action.

[0059] The techniques of this disclosure may be realized in many ways. For example, the techniques of this disclosure may be realized as a method for configuring a client system to access a plurality of remotely-stored message mailboxes associated with a user. The method comprises automatically sending, from the client system to a server system via an electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the server system to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema. In addition, the method comprises receiving, at the client system from the server system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document. The autodiscover response document comprises a first set of mailbox identification data that identifies to the server system a primary mailbox associated with a user. In addition, the autodiscover response document comprises an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies to the server system an alternate mailbox associated with the user, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox. The method further comprises after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the first set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the primary mailbox. In addition, the method comprises after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the second set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the alternate mailbox.

[0060] In a second example, the techniques of this disclosure may be realized as an electronic computing system that comprises a processing unit, a network interface that enables the electronic computing device to communicate via an electronic communication network with a client system, and a computer-readable data storage system that stores instructions that, when executed by the processing unit, cause the processing unit to automatically receive, from the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema. The instructions also cause the processing unit to send, to the client system from the electronic computing device via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response
responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document. The autodiscover response document comprises first set of mailbox identification data that identifies a primary mailbox associated with a user, thereby enabling the client system to access message objects in the primary mailbox. In addition, the autodiscover response document comprises an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies an alternate mailbox associated with the user, thereby enabling the client system to access message objects in the alternate mailbox, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox.

[0061] In a third example, the techniques of this disclosure may be realized as a computer-readable data storage medium comprising instructions that, when executed at an electronic computing system, cause the electronic computing system to automatically receive, from a client system via an electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema, the autodiscover request identifying a primary mailbox. The instructions also cause the processing unit to automatically retrieve, in response to receiving the autodiscover request, a remote profile of a user associated with the primary mailbox from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory server that stores administrator-managed remote profiles of registered users of a messaging system. The instructions also cause the processing unit to automatically use the remote profile of the user associated with the primary mailbox to determine whether a user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox. Furthermore, the instructions cause the processing unit to automatically send, when the user of the client system is not allowed to access the primary mailbox, an error response via the electronic communications network to the client system. The instructions also cause the processing unit to automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a first set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile, the first set of mailbox identification data specifying a first extensible markup language (XML) element that specifies a first legacy distinguished name that identifies the primary mailbox, a second XML element that specifies a first mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the primary mailbox, a third XML element that specifies a first mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the first mailbox distinguished name, and a fourth XML element that specifies a first server distinguished
name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the first mailbox server name operates. In addition, the instructions cause the processing unit to automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a second set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile of the user, the second set of mailbox identification data specifying a fifth XML element that specifies a second legacy distinguished name that identifies an archive mailbox, a sixth XML element that specifies a second mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the archive mailbox, a seventh XML element that specifies a second mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name, and an eighth XML element that specifies a second server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the second mailbox server name operates. The instructions also cause the processing unit to automatically send, to the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing an autodiscover response document that is formatted as an XML document, the autodiscover response document comprising the first XML element, the second XML element, the third XML element, the fourth XML element, the fifth XML element, the sixth XML element, the seventh XML element, and the eighth XML element. Furthermore, the instructions cause the processing unit to receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a first request to access email message objects in the first mailbox. The instructions also cause the processing unit to receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a second request to access email message objects in the archive mailbox.

[0062] Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific features or acts described above. Rather, the specific features and acts described above are disclosed as example forms of implementing the claims.
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CLAIMS:

1. A method for configuring a client system to access a plurality of remotely-stored message mailboxes associated with a user, the method comprising:

   automatically sending, from the client system to a server system via an

   electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the server system
   to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document, the autodiscover response
   document conforming to a schema;

   receiving, at the client system from the server system via the electronic
   communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request,

   the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document, the autodiscover
   response document comprising:

   a first set of mailbox identification data that identifies to the server system a
   primary mailbox associated with a user, and

   an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox

   identification data that identifies to the server system an alternate mailbox associated with the
   user, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox, wherein the alternate mailbox
   element comprises display name information for the alternate mailbox, and wherein the
   primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes are different mailboxes;

   after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the first

   set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the primary mailbox; and

   after receiving the autodiscover response, using, at the client system, the
   second set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the alternate mailbox.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the autodiscover response document is an
   extensible markup language (XML) document and the alternate mailbox element is an XML
   element.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the alternate mailbox is an archive mailbox.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein using the second set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the alternate mailbox comprises accessing, at the client system, individual ones of the message objects in the alternate mailbox without storing a copy of the alternate mailbox at the client system.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein using the first set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the primary mailbox comprises:

   automatically sending, from the client system to the server system, a request to synchronize a copy of the primary mailbox stored at the client system with a copy of the primary mailbox stored at the server system; and

   receiving, at the client system from the server system in response to the request, data that synchronizes the copy of the primary mailbox stored at the client system with the copy of the primary mailbox stored at the server system.

6. The method of claim 1,

   wherein the first set of mailbox identification data specifies a first legacy distinguished name that identifies the primary mailbox, a first mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the primary mailbox, a first mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the first mailbox database distinguished name, and a first server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the first mailbox server name operates; and

   wherein using the first set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the primary mailbox comprises automatically accessing, at the client system, a mailbox identified by the first legacy distinguished name in a mailbox database identified by the first mailbox database distinguished name that is available through a mailbox server identified by the first mailbox server name that is operating at the computing device identified by the first server distinguished name.
7. The method of claim 1,

wherein the second set of mailbox identification data specifies a second legacy distinguished name that identifies the alternate mailbox, a second mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the alternate mailbox, a second mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name, and a second server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the second mailbox server name operates; and

wherein using the second set of mailbox identification data to access message objects in the alternate mailbox comprises automatically accessing, at the client system, the mailbox identified by the second legacy distinguished name in the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name that is available through the mailbox server identified by the second mailbox server name that is operating at the computing device identified by the second server distinguished name.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein automatically sending the autodiscover request comprises automatically sending the autodiscover request in response to an occurrence of an autodiscover event in a group of autodiscover events consisting of: an expiration of a time-to-live timer, creation of a local profile, repair of a local profile, a failure condition, and a restart of a messaging client application.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

after receiving the autodiscover response, automatically determining, at the client system, whether a local profile of the user specifies a third set of mailbox identification data that is not included in the autodiscover response document; and

when the local profile of the user specifies the third set of mailbox identification data that is not included in the autodiscover response document, automatically removing, at the client system, the third set of mailbox identification data from the local profile of the user.
10. The method of claim 1, further comprising presenting, at the client system on a display device, a user interface that enables the user to interact with message objects in the primary mailbox and message objects in the alternate mailbox.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the message objects in the primary mailbox are email message objects and the message objects in the alternate mailbox are email message objects.

12. An electronic computing device comprising:

a processing unit;

a network interface that enables the electronic computing device to communicate via an electronic communications network with a client system; and

a computer-readable data storage system that stores instructions that, when executed by the processing unit, cause the processing unit to:

automatically receive, from the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema; and

automatically send, to the client system from the electronic computing device via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing the autodiscover response document, the autodiscover response document comprising:

a first set of mailbox identification data that identifies a primary mailbox associated with a user, thereby enabling the client system to access message objects in the primary mailbox, and

an alternate mailbox element that contains a second set of mailbox identification data that identifies an alternate mailbox associated with the user, thereby
enabling the client system to access message objects in the alternate mailbox, the alternate mailbox being a peer of the primary mailbox, wherein the alternate mailbox element comprises display name information and legacy distinguished name information for the alternate mailbox, and wherein the primary mailbox and the alternate mailboxes are different mailboxes.

13. The electronic computing device of claim 12, wherein the instructions further cause the processing unit to:

   automatically retrieve, in response to receiving the autodiscover request, a remote profile of the user from a directory server; and

   automatically use the remote profile of the user to identify mailboxes associated with the user, thereby identifying the primary mailbox and the alternate mailbox.

14. The electronic computing device of claim 13, wherein the remote profile of the user is defined by input from an administrator without configuring the client system.

15. The electronic computing device of claim 13, wherein the instructions further cause the processing unit to:

   generate the first set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile of the user; and

   generate the second set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile of the user.

16. The electronic computing device of claim 15,

   wherein the instructions cause the processing unit to generate the first set of mailbox identification data such that the first set of mailbox identification data specifies a first legacy distinguished name that identifies the primary mailbox, a first mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the primary mailbox, a first mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox
database identified by the first mailbox database distinguished name, and a first server
distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified
by the first mailbox server name operates; and

wherein the instructions cause the processing unit to generate the second set of

mailbox identification data such that the second set of mailbox identification data specifies a
second legacy distinguished name that identifies the alternate mailbox, a second mailbox
database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the alternate
mailbox, a second mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to
the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name, and a
second server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox
server identified by the second mailbox server name operates.

17. The electronic computing device of claim 16, wherein the instructions cause
the processing unit to generate the second set of mailbox identification data such that the
second legacy distinguished name is a first extensible markup language (XML) element, the
second mailbox database distinguished name is a second XML element, the second mailbox
server name is a third XML element, and the second server distinguished name is a fourth
XML element.

18. The electronic computing device of claim 16, wherein the instructions cause
the processing unit to generate the first set of mailbox identification data and the second set of
mailbox identification data such that the first server distinguished name and the second server
distinguished name identify different electronic computing devices within a server system.

19. The electronic computing device of claim 13, wherein the instructions further
cause the processing unit to:

determine whether a user of the client system is allowed to access the primary

mailbox;

send to the client system an error response when the user of the client system is
not allowed to access the primary mailbox; and

26
send the autodiscover response when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox.

20. A storage device comprising instructions that, when executed by at least one processing unit of an electronic computing device, cause the processing unit to:

5 automatically receive, from a client system via an electronic communications network, an autodiscover request that instructs the electronic computing device to provide to the client system an autodiscover response document conforming to a schema, the autodiscover request identifying a primary mailbox;

automatically retrieve, in response to receiving the autodiscover request, a remote profile of a user associated with the primary mailbox from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory server that stores administrator-managed remote profiles of registered users of a messaging system;

automatically use the remote profile of the user associated with the primary mailbox to determine whether a user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox;

automatically send, when the user of the client system is not allowed to access the primary mailbox, an error response via the electronic communications network to the client system;

automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a first set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile, the first set of mailbox identification data specifying a first extensible markup language (XML) element that specifies a first legacy distinguished name that identifies the primary mailbox, a second XML element that specifies a first mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the primary mailbox, a third XML element that specifies a first mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the first mailbox database distinguished name, and a fourth XML
element that specifies a first server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the first mailbox server name operates;

automatically generate, when the user of the client system is allowed to access the primary mailbox, a second set of mailbox identification data using the remote profile of the user, the second set of mailbox identification data specifying a fifth XML element that specifies a second legacy distinguished name that identifies an archive mailbox, wherein the primary mailbox and the archive mailbox are different mailboxes, a sixth XML element that specifies a second mailbox database distinguished name that identifies a mailbox database that stores the archive mailbox, a seventh XML element that specifies a second mailbox server name that identifies a mailbox server that provides access to the mailbox database identified by the second mailbox database distinguished name, and an eighth XML element that specifies a second server distinguished name that identifies a computing device at which the mailbox server identified by the second mailbox server name operates;

automatically send, to the client system via the electronic communications network, an autodiscover response responsive to the autodiscover request, the autodiscover response containing an autodiscover response document that is formatted as an XML document, the autodiscover response document comprising the first XML element, the second XML element, the third XML element, the fourth XML element, the fifth XML element, the sixth XML element, the seventh XML element, and the eighth XML element;

receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a first request to access email message objects in the primary mailbox; and

receive, from the client system after the autodiscover response is sent to the client system, a second request to access email message objects in the archive mailbox.
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